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Groups of modalities: logical consequences

1 Objective: metaphysical, physical, immediate practical, ...

2 Epistemic and doxastic
3 Deontical and teleological

Groups 2 and 3 don’t satisfy some "usual" laws of modalities.
Group 2: Let us read s as ’s knows that ..’

k(A→ B)→ ( kA→ kB)

??

Group 3: Let us read as ’It ought to be the case that ...’

A→ A

??
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Distinction: objective - epistemic

Let n be the number of inhabited planets.

We know: n≥ 1. But we may claim:
The number of inhabited planets could have been 0.
I think (*) it is not the same as to say that n could have been 0.
It was an example of objective modality: things could have been
otherwise.
We don’t know whether there are other inhabited planets above
the Earth.
Hence, it is both epistemically possible that n≥ 2 and that n< 2.
Let us suppose that in fact, n= 29.
Of course, it is not epistemically possible that 29< 2.
It is not epistemically possible, either, that n= 0.
In Williamson’s view, objective modalities are insensitive to the
interchange of identicals (while epistemic modalities are ).
It contradicts to my (*) view.
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Operations for (objective) modalities

P is metaphysically possible iff it has any sort of objective possibility.

P is metaphysically necessary iff ¬P is not metaphysically possible iff
P has every sort of objective necessity.
Every sequence of objective necessity operators is an objective
necessity operator and the sequence of their dual possibility
operators is the dual possibility to the sequence of necessities.
Intersection of necessity operators is a necessity operator, union of
their duals is the dual possibility operator, even in infinite cases.

⋂

i∈I
iP⇔def ∀i iP

Accessibility relations for these operations: relational product,
union.
Redundant truth is a limiting case of objective modalities (both
necessity and possibility).
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Metaphysical modalities

Metaphysical necessity ( m) is the intersection of all i objective
necessities.
Accessibility for metaphysical modalities is the union of all
objective accessibility relations.
It contains the identity relation but it may be narrower than the
trivial relation.
For any i objective necessity, the K-scheme

i(α→ β)→ ( iα→ iβ holds.
Hence, K holds for the metaphysical necessity, too.
The alethic, or T-scheme α→ α holds for the redundant truth,
therefore holds for metaphysical necessity.
Scheme S4: α −→ α holds for metaphysical necessity because

m m is an objective necessity.
In other words, metaphysical accessibility is transitive.
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Symmetry, S5

Scheme B: α→ m mα? In other words: is metaphysical
accessibility symmetric?
In other words again: is metaphysical necessity S5 ?
A condition that would suffice: Is the converse of an objective
accessibility relation an objective accessibility relation?
A weakening: For every w′ metaphysical alternative of the actual
world w, w is a metaphysical alternative of w′.
It would imply "local S5-ness" of the actual world, i. e. every
S5-validity would hold in the actual world.
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Problems, different notions of metaphysical necessity

x = y→ m(x = y) is accepted on the basis "objective modalities
are insensitive to the interchange of identicals".
It implies x 6= y→ m(x 6= y) in S5! (Metaphysical, but a posteriori
necessity.)
Salmon: For metaphysical necessity, not even S4 holds. Of course,
under a different notion of metaphysical necessity
Williamson gives a logic of metaphysical necessity that offers a
wide range of possible notions (different grades of essentialism.)
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